ARTS IMPROVEMENTS

Key Arts Improvements

**ROHS**
- Build an addition for performing arts classrooms and support spaces
- Reconfigure and convert existing band/vocal area to art studio, large group instruction spaces, and support spaces

**Addams, Keller, Oak Ridge, ROMS & ROHS**
- Provide ADA access to stage

**Oakland**
- Convert current staff room to music room

**Upton**
- Replace moveable partition at stage

Current State at ROHS
Our band, orchestra and vocal rooms are too small to accommodate growing participation and program needs. Storage and practice spaces are outdated. Support rooms for the performing arts such as "green rooms" are non-existent.

Existing Fine & Performing Arts Spaces

Exciting Possibilities with Bond 2017

*Analysis of test scores around the country have shown that students in the arts outperformed their non-arts peers on the SAT by 91 points.*


Benefits of Bond 2017

- Supports academic success by providing improvements to existing learning spaces
- Strengthens safety and security in our schools
- Enhances technology district-wide, providing our students with critical skills demanded by colleges/universities and employers
- Proposed upgrades will protect our community’s investment in our buildings, which can protect property values

Zero Increase to Current Tax Rate

**Current**
- 3.25 mills

**If Proposed Bond Passes**
- 3.25 mills

Election Day
Tues, November 7, 2017
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